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Abstract. Cosmological observables show a dependence with the neutrino mass, which is
partially degenerate with parameters of extended models of gravity. We study and explore
this degeneracy in Horndeski generalized scalar-tensor theories of gravity. Using forecasted
cosmic microwave background and galaxy power spectrum datasets, we find that a single
parameter in the linear regime of the effective theory dominates the correlation with the
total neutrino mass. For any given mass, a particular value of this parameter approximately
cancels the power suppression due to the neutrino mass at a given redshift. The extent of
the cancellation of this degeneracy depends on the cosmological large-scale structure data
used at different redshifts. We constrain the parameters and functions of the effective gravity
theory and determine the influence of gravity on the determination of the neutrino mass from
present and future surveys.
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1 Introduction
Recent cosmological observations have brought upon us the era of precision cosmology. To
challenge the current standard cosmological model seems to require very precise cosmologi-
cal parameters determinations, as all current available observations are consistent with the
simplest ΛCDM model [1]. However, the current model is just a convenient phenomenolog-
ical description of the Universe as it gives no insight on the nature of the individual energy
components like dark matter and dark energy. Most likely before major breakthroughs in
our understanding of the Universe come through, precision cosmology should verify yet un-
detected, small effects, corresponding to standard expectations. Among them, the effect of
neutrino masses on large-scale structure is the most promising candidate to verify cosmology
at the sub-percent level. Is there any chance for surprise? This has been addressed in a
series of works which involve a plethora of modified cosmological models (for a review, see
[2, 3]) where some specific piece of the extended model mimics the impact of neutrino masses.
Modified gravity models stand as the most promising alternative to the current paradigm (see
e.g., [4–6]).
The impact of deviations of Einstein gravity on the determination of neutrino masses
has been studied and analysed both in the linear and nonlinear regime [7–9]. Most often, the
extended gravity models are specific and simplified scenarios which avoid the exploration of
large parameter spaces in time-consuming simulations and/or analysis. The outcome of these
studies typically shows a qualitative understanding of the influence of the modified model’s
parameters in the adopted neutrino mass bound.
In this paper, we make a more general characterization of the influence of modified
gravity models on the determination of the neutrino mass. We characterize and analyse fully
general massive neutrino scalar-tensor (Horndeski) cosmologies, for the first time, working
with the effective theory and observations in the linear regime [10]. The modified gravity
models are very generally characterized by a minimal number of given functions, set by
a limited number of parameters. The redshift dependence of these functions is driven by
searching for the largest impact on the neutrino mass constraints. In this framework, we can
address the questions: “where is the degeneracy between neutrino mass and a modified gravity
model hidden?” and “how could it be partially resolved?”. Moreover, we can quantitatively
characterize the knowledge of neutrino mass in the general models under scrutiny. Our results
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can be directly applied to theoretically motivated tensor-scalar gravity theories by matching
the functions of the effective theory to those used here (see §2).
2 Models
The idea that DE/MG models could hide the effects of the mass of neutrinos on cosmological
scales is intriguing and deserves investigation. However, one has to choose carefully the
framework to work with. A simple DE/MG model has not enough freedom to be used both
to drive the expansion history and to affect the formation of cosmic structure as massive
neutrinos do. The reason is that neutrinos become non-relativistic at typical times (z ' 100)
far before the usual on-set of DE created to drive the late-time cosmic acceleration (z ' 1).
Then, the models we look at should have at least two different time scales, one for the
background and one for the perturbations. Our focus is on a broad class of scalar-tensor
theories, namely the Horndeski class of models [10–12]. Horndeski is the most general theory
with one extra scalar propagating degree of freedom that have second-order equations of
motion on any background and that satisfies the weak equivalence principle, i.e. all matter
species are coupled minimally and universally to the same metric gµν . This class of models
has the freedom to choose four arbitrary functions of two variables, i.e. the extra propagating
degree of freedom φ and its canonical kinetic term X = −φ;µφ;µ/2. Any choice of these
free functions affects simultaneously both the expansion history and the evolution of the
perturbations.
A different approach, still encoding all the freedom of the Horndeski class of models, is
the so called Effective Field Theory (EFT) for Dark Energy [13–16]. In [17] it was noticed
that all the amount of cosmological information up to linear order in perturbation theory in
Horndeski, can be compressed into one function of time driving the expansion history of the
universe (the Hubble parameter H(t)), plus four functions of time and one constant acting
just at the level of the perturbations. The constant can be identified as the fractional density
of matter today (Ωm0) and the other functions of time have been dubbed: kineticity αK(t),
braiding αB(t), Planck mass run-rate αM (t) or equivalently the Planck mass M∗(t), where
αM ≡ d lnM
2∗
d ln a , and tensor speed excess αT (t). The advantage of using this approach instead
of the original Horndeski function is twofold: (i) since all the cosmological information is
compressed into a minimal set of functions, it is easier to understand the phenomenology of
the models we are studying, and (ii) we can separate the contributions to the background from
the contributions to the perturbations. In other words, we can directly modify the evolution
of the perturbations keeping the expansion history fixed and compatible with data.
The price one has to pay for using this approach is that, since it is not possible with cur-
rent data (and probably also with future ones) to constrain the αi functions non-parametrically,
any parametrization we choose can not be considered as representative of the full parameter
space of the Horndeski theories, but it refers to specific and possibly fine-tuned class of mod-
els. In particular, it is not trivial to link this phenomenological description with classes of
action-based theories [18]. Nevertheless, our approach is still useful since our purpose is to
give a proof of principle that, under particular circumstances, the effects on the observables
of the mass of neutrinos can be hidden into the gravity sector.
As stated before, the class of models we should look at, must have two time scales, one
related to the on-set of DE at the background level, and one that can mimic the transition of
neutrinos from the relativistic regime to the non-relativistic one. Then, we fix the expansion
history to be the one predicted by the standard ΛCDM in a flat universe. On the other
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MCMC described in Sec. Fixed parameters Varying parameters
Hiding neutrino masses cK ,Σmν , zth,∆z ωb, ωcdm, h, As, ns, zreio, cB, cM , cT
Removing degeneracies cK , cT , zth,∆z ωb, ωcdm, h, As, ns, zreio, cB, cM ,Σmν
Table 1: List of fixed and varying parameters in MCMC runs described in sections "Hid-
ing neutrino mass" and "Removing degeneracy". We assumed a flat prior for each varying
parameter.
hand, the αi functions are parametrized as follow: αK(z) = cK , αB(z) = cB × mod(z),
αM (z) = cM × mod(z) and αT (z) = cT × mod(z), where cj are constants. The choice of a
constant αK is due to the fact that its effect is subdominant on the growth of structures
w.r.t. the other alphas and it is poorly constrained by present data [19] but also the next
generation of surveys will not bring its uncertainty down to the level of the other alphas [20].
The function mod(z), is defined ad-hoc to switch on modifications to Einstein gravity at a
given redshift zth with a transition given by ∆z. Then, a convenient formulation can be
mod(z) =
1 + tanh
(
zth−z
∆z
)
1 + tanh
(
zth
∆z
) . (2.1)
For our purposes, we choose zth close to the redshift of neutrinos becoming non-relativistic
and ∆z comparable to zth (see other scenarios in [21]).
In addition, Horndeski theories introduce a new scale dependence, the braiding scale kB,
that can be useful to separate the effects on small and on large scales. Indeed, kB signals the
transition between two different gravity regimes, imprinting a characteristic scale-dependence
in the Power Spectrum. In a ΛCDM background, it reads
k2B
a2H2
=
9
2
Ωm + 2
(
3
2
+
αK
α2B
)
(αM − αT ) . (2.2)
While the braiding scale is related to the scale where the shape-dependent modification of
the growth manifests itself, in the ΛCDM model this scale is undefined. For this reason we
cannot report a kB value or limit where one univocally recovers the standard gravity regime.
3 Mock data and Likelihoods
We analyse our modified gravity models against the CMB temperature, E-mode polarization
and deflection angle power spectra, as well as their cross correlation, simulated with the
fiducial cosmological model using Planck results [22] and Planck blue book beam and noise
specifications [23]. We use the cosmological parameters listed in Table 2 along with the
CAMB code [24] to produce the fiducial CMB temperature and E-mode polarization power
spectra. We feed these to the FuturCMB package [25] to compute the noise power spectra
for T, E-modes and the lensing deflection angle based on the Hu-Okamoto [26] quadratic
estimator. For further details about the FuturCMB code we refer the reader to [25] while for
the construction of the spectrum likelihood we refer to [25, 27].
We also consider an Euclid-like survey [28], with 14 redshift bin in the range [0.7, 2.0]
and scales in the range [0.001, 0.12] Mpc−1 (or k < 0.2h/Mpc), in order to stay within the
linear regime at every redshift. The number of galaxies per square degree is given by the
Euclid 2016 settings, as well as the observed fraction of the sky. Our basic likelihood was
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fiducial MCMC run MCMC run
Parameter GRfid+M0 MG1+M500 MG2+M500
100ωb 2.218 [2.23,2.28] [2.26,2.30]
ωcdm 0.1205 [0.113,0.115] [0.112,0.114]
h 0.6693 [0.650,0.659] [0.656,0.665]
109As 2.124 [2.08,2.15] [2.52,2.63]
ns 0.9619 [0.969,0.979] [0.965,0.975]
zreio 8.24 [7.7,9.3] [15.3,17.0]
cK 10 1000
102cB [3.7,5.7] [3.7,5.7]
103cM [3.1,7.9] [2.8,7.4]
102cT [-0.8,-0.4] [-15.5,-10.1]
zth 100 100
∆z 20 20
Table 2: Cosmological parameters of the fiducial model and the 95 % CL intervals of the
modified gravity model parameters for two particular cases that have different values of cK .
These results were derived by analysing CMB + Full P(k)(σobs) dataset. The apparent
detection of a non-zero MG parameter is due to the fact that cosmological parameters alone
can not compensate for the presence of significantly heavy neutrinos.
constructed following [29] and includes a scale independent bias, a Kaiser term for redshift
space distortions and errors in determining galaxies line of sight positions, which contains
spectroscopic/photometric errors and Fingers of God effects. This basic setting will be indi-
cated as P(k) dataset. We have then extended it to the Full P(k) dataset, where we added
information due to geometrical distortions (i.e. BAO and Alcock-Paczynski) related to dif-
ferent expansion histories. In both cases we can choose to include just an observational error
σobs, given by shot noise and cosmic variance, or also a theoretical error σthe, as explained
in Appendix A of [29], which should account for all possible effects not considered in our
likelihood. To calculate cosmological observables in our analysis we have used the hi_class
[30] public code, an extension of the CLASS [31–33] code that allows us to include an addi-
tional scalar degree of freedom in the gravitational sector and to model its effects on gravity
and matter, while the Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) forecast has been done with
the MONTEPYTHON [34] code. Chains were considered converged when the Gelman and Rubin
parameter was R− 1 < 0.01.
In this work we used the following neutrino models: a) three massless neutrinos (model
M0), b) three massive neutrinos in the normal ordering with
∑
mν = 150 meV (model M150)
and c) three quasi-degenerate neutrinos in the normal ordering with
∑
mν = 500 meV (model
M500). The first and second model were used to create the fiducial mock data, while the third
was used along with modified gravity models.
4 Hiding neutrino masses
We have run several MCMC using the CMB+Full P(k)(σobs) dataset (see Table 1). The
fiducial model was calculated assuming General Relativity plus three massless neutrinos,
using fiducial values reported in Table 2. This fiducial will be indicated in what follows
by GRfid+M0. Every MCMC run was characterised by a different choice of the values of the
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kineticity function αK and of the modulation function parameters (zth,∆z), which were taken
as fixed parameters. We explored the parameter space given by the cosmological and MG
parameters {ωb, ωcdm, h, As, ns, zreio, cB, cM , cT }, assuming a flat prior for each of them. In
every run the neutrino mass scheme was given by the M500 model. The results for the
particular case MG1+M500, where αK = 10, zth = 100 and ∆z = 20, are shown in Table 2.
Comparing the MG1+M500 model results with the fiducial model, we find a lower value
of h, required in order to preserve the acoustic peak scale, as well as a higher value of ns, as
expected since it helps to compensate the neutrino power suppression at small scales. The
value of ωcdm decreases significantly in order to keep the global ωm similar to the fiducial
one, since also neutrinos contribute to the physical matter density with ων = 0.0054. We
found compatibility between cosmological parameters confidence regions for different sets of
the modulation function parameters. The main changes between the models due to the choice
of (zth,∆z) is the allowed range of MG parameters, in particular αB, since we have checked
that it is responsible for the enhanced structure growth at small scales. Any deviation from
GR that appears earlier requires a smaller global amplitude, since the modifications of gravity
will be at work for a longer period of time; on the other hand, modifications that become
significant slowly (or later) will require a bigger overall magnitude. The parameter αM is
highly correlated with αB because they have opposite effects on the matter power spectrum.
Notice that we have imposed stability conditions on the positiveness of the scalar field sound
speed which partially induces such correlation.
The potential of modified gravity to hide neutrino mass is shown in Figure 1. Using the
MG1+M500 result, we plot the relative matter power spectrum (to the GRfid) at representative
redshift z = 1.4 (at other redshift such as 0.5 or 2 the plot is virtually indistinguishable) for
three different models: the fiducial model with massive neutrinos (GRfid+M500), the modified
gravity best fit model with massless neutrinos (MGbf+M0) and the modified gravity best fit
model with massive neutrinos (MGbf+M500). Massive neutrinos imprint a power suppression at
small scales in the GR cosmology, while the modified gravity model with massless neutrinos
leads to an increased power at small scales. Both effects, massive neutrinos and modified
gravity, can be approximately cancelled as shown by the model MGbf+M500, where the relative
differences are below the error bars. We stress here the generality of this result, which we
have verified for several modulation function parameters and redshifts.
Contrary to naive expectations, αK produces a detectable effect. In the CMB only
analysis, αK changes the overall width of the MG parameters posteriors, but does not modify
cosmological parameters. Once we include the Full P(k)(σobs) dataset, cosmological parame-
ters posteriors also change. Comparing the MG1+M500 to the MG2+M500 model results reported
in Table 2, we find that increasing values of αK produce a substantial shift in the confidence
interval of As and, consequentially, of zreio.
This shift can be attributed to the interplay between the two relevant scales, the neutrino
free-streaming scale at the non-relativistic transition knr and the MG braiding scale kB. In
order to hide the typical step-like feature in the power spectrum due to massive neutrinos, our
MG model should introduce small deviations from GR for scales k . knr and a considerable
enhancement for k & knr. This constraint already introduces a preferred value for the braiding
scale kB, which has to be similar to knr. In general one could tune the ratio αK/α2B in order
to place the transition between the two gravity regimes at the desired scale, but in this case
the amplitude of αB is already fixed by the neutrino mass, since it is the only parameter that
can enhance the power spectrum at large k. Therefore the only possible way to match the
two scales is to change the value of αK . Note however that, at linear level, different values of
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Figure 1: Relative difference in the matter power spectrum of three models with respect
to the fiducial model GRfid at redshift z = 1.4. The blue line shows the suppression due
to massive neutrinos M500 model vs M0. The green line corresponds to the MCMC best fit
cosmological and MG parameters with the M0 neutrino model, showing the MG enhancement
in the matter power spectrum at small scales. The red line represents the MCMC best fit of
the MG model with massive neutrinos, which mimics the GR model with massless neutrinos.
αK do not change matter power spectrum features but just the range of modes where these
features appear. For bigger kineticity values the braiding scale is translated to larger k as
well as the desired MG step-like feature, however as soon as kB > knr there is a range of
scales where we start to observe the neutrino-induced suppression but not the MG-induced
enhancement. As a result the fit favours a larger primordial fluctuations amplitude (see right
column of Table 2).
Given this particular signature due to the kineticity, we have done additional runs where
also αK was allowed to vary (assuming a uniform prior) while keeping fixed the modulation
function parameters to (zth,∆z) = (100, 20) and the neutrino model to M500, finding for the
first time constraints on this parameter: αK is peaked around α
peak
K = 6.5 and is bounded to
be in the interval [1.9, 20.4] at the 95% CL.
Naively this is unexpected, since in the quasi-static (QS) limit –i.e. for modes such that
k/kcs  1, where kcs = aHcs is the dark-energy sound horizon [35]– the kineticity αK disappears
from the perturbed equations. However, an Euclid-like survey will probe considerably large
scales where the QS approximation may not hold. In fact,
k
kcs
≥ ksurvey,min
kcs(z = 2)
∼ 0.3, (4.1)
indicating that the QS limit condition is not fulfilled for every mode and redshift.
5 Removing degeneracies
In order to explore the degeneracy between modified gravity parameters and neutrino mass, we
performed additional MCMC runs with different datasets and two different fiducial models
(see Table 1). We used the GR+M0 fiducial described in the previous section and a new
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fiducial model: GR+M150; this has the same cosmological parameters of GR+M0 but it includes
the M150 neutrino mass model. In both cases we fixed the values of (cK , cT , zth,∆z) to
(10, 0, 100, 50), choosing this value for the tensor speed excess because its impact on the
growth of structures is negligible. In each chain the varying parameters were the six standard
cosmological parameters, the coefficients of the braiding and the Planck mass run-rate (cB
and cM ) and the neutrino mass Σmν , under the simplifying assumptions of normal mass
ordering. For each varying parameter we assumed uniform priors.
In Figure 2 we show the posterior distributions for the M0 fiducial and different datasets.
The broad tail in the CMB posterior indicates that this dataset alone is not able to tightly
constrain neutrino mass, allowing neutrinos to be quite massive (
∑
mν . 0.761 eV at 95%
CL). We also considered power spectra datasets, where we implemented different combinations
of observational error σobs, theoretical error σthe and effects coming from changes in the
expansion history. Neutrino mass constraints come mainly from the small scales, where few
percent observational errors lead to tight constraints. On the other hand, non-linear effects
and modelling systematics both in neutrinos and modified gravity physics appear precisely at
these scales, so even a theoretical error rough estimate, as adopted here, can show how our
constraints weaken. Comparing curves with and without the theoretical error we can see that,
if we don’t take into account effects coming from different expansion histories (CMB+P(k)
(σobs +σthe) dataset), inaccurate modelling at small scales could really modify the high mass
tail of the distribution (
∑
mν . 0.400 eV at 95% CL). The expansion history information
enclosed in Full P(k) is able to play a significant role in constraining neutrino mass (compare
CMB+Full P(k) to CMB+P(k)), but these constraints could weaken by changing the Hubble
expansion rate H(z) or the angular diameter distance DA(z) through a suitable choice of
equation of state parameter for dark energy, away from the cosmological constant value,
wφ(z) 6= −1.
In the case of the M0 fiducial model, considering the most constraining dataset, MG
can hide neutrino masses up to 160 meV at 95% CL. On the contrary, a large neutrino mass
compatible with present bounds (M150 fiducial model) can not be hidden by MG as shown in
Figure 3, where the analysis with the largest dataset finds a minimum mass of 100 meV at
95% CL.
Our results show that the neutrino mass is degenerate with the cB parameter, as illus-
trated in Figure 3 for the two fiducial models GR+M0 and GR+M150. cB is the only parameter
(at the linear level) in our models that can hide the suppression induced in the power spec-
trum by massive neutrinos. We can draw this conclusion also by looking at the CMB MCMC
result, since we included in the dataset also the power spectrum of the weak lensing CMB
deflection angle, which in turns depends on the gravitational potentials along the line of sight.
Adding power spectrum observations also shows the cB −
∑
mν correlation, with a neutrino
mass range partially limited.
6 Conclusions
In this work, we have explored the nature of the degeneracy between neutrino masses and
modified gravity. We focussed on widely applicable results by using the Horndeski generalized
scalar-tensor theories of gravity. These generic models contain, in the linear regime, few
redshift dependent functions that here are tuned to maximize the impact on the neutrino
mass determination. We have studied the parameter space of the number of modified gravity
parameters (6) in the model for several neutrino mass schemes and considered mock state-
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Figure 2: Neutrino mass posterior (relative to its maximum) of modified gravity models
for several datasets. The fiducial is given by the M0 model. The posterior wide tail of the
CMB dataset is considerably damped when power spectrum data is added. Significantly,
heavy neutrinos, considered in the previous section, are highly disfavoured once we include
information coming from the expansion history.
of-the-art CMB data sets and forthcoming galaxy redshift surveys. Among other minor
contributions, one parameter describing one of the four Hordenski functions is the dominant
source of degeneracy with neutrino masses. Not unexpectedly this is the braiding, which
physically arises from a mixing between the kinetic terms of the metric and the scalar and it
modifies the growth of perturbations boosting small scale power.
We have shown the cancellation of the impact of the neutrino mass with a modified
gravity model in the power spectrum in the linear regime. This cancellation is very efficient
at a particular redshift; combinations of several redshifts may lift the degeneracy and we have
explored the potential of future datasets in doing so. We find that future data such as those
provided by an Euclid-like survey would limit, but not fully cancel, the degeneracy of neutrino
mass with one of the Hordenski parameters, cB. Here we have only considered galaxy redshift
surveys as large-scale structure probes. Of course the weak gravitational lensing signal could
further help, but consideration of this probe is left to future work.
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